Nesting success of Osmia bicornis females in
landscapes with varying levels of food abundance
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Introduction

In total, ten nesting aids for Osmia
bicornis were placed in three different
habitat types: vineyards (limited
pollen),
small
apple
orchards
(sufficient pollen) and rape fields
(sufficient but unattractive pollen).
After five weeks in the field, collected
pollen was sampled and analysed for
its origin. Brood development was
evaluated to determine cell building
activity depending on the study
location.

Pollen analysis
The collected pollen was acetolysed in
order for the grains to separate and
subsequently fixed on a microscope
slide with glycerin. Pollen grains were
magnified 10- and 40-fold for
magnostructure and 100-fold for fine
structure.
Top: Nesting aid in vineyard near Nußdorf/Landau (Germany)
Middle: Collecting pollen from brood cells for microscopical analysis
Bottom: Microscopical image of pollen grains
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Above: Larvae and early-stage
cocoons developing in cells of nesting
aid
Left: Number of completed cells per
female in each nesting aid (R=rape
field, A=apple orchard, W=vineyard)
Bottom: Temporal development of cell
building activity in rape fields

Overall cell building activity
was highest in four out of five
Cell building activity (Rape fields)
vineyards,
on
average
exceeding rape fields by a
R1
R2
factor of 1.3 and apple
orchards by 1.5. At all nesting
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sites cell building activity
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peaked 19 days after the start
of the field trial and declined
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steadily until the nesting aids
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were removed on day 39.
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Notable exceptions were
observed in both rape fields
Days after start of field trial
where the discovery of an
abundant mutual pollen source led to a second activity peak on day 28.
Pollen analysis later revealed oak pollen to be this source. In general,
buckhorn (Plantago lanceolata) was found to be the most abundant
pollen species in most nesting aids while the supposedly more visually
attractive apple and rape pollen in the respective nesting sites was
present in far lesser amounts (0-30%). The females were observed to
Left: Test item application on wing. Right: Group housing in climate chamber..
extend
their pollen spectrum from usually two to four different pollen
sources at the start of the experiment to up to eleven at the end,
collecting mostly pollen that apparently attracts the bees for their
nutritional value or other properties rather than particular visual
attractiveness like buckhorn and oak pollen. Other notable species
included rape (Brassica napus), buttercup (Ranunculus acris) and walnut
(Juglans regia)
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Pollination is a key ecosystem service in decline due to a number a
factors of which habitat decline and fragmentation pose some of the
major problems [1]. Wild pollinators like the red mason bee Osmia
bicornis rely on suitable habitats as nesting and foraging sites for the
conservation of their species. Literature on the foraging behaviour of
Osmia bicornis is limited and does not unequivocally demonstrate if
the females are able to explore alternative food sources when these
are scarce around the habitat site. In this study we aim to investigate
how food availability influences the attractiveness of nesting aids to
Osmia bicornis and the subsequent brood development. Microscopical
analysis of the collected pollen was applied in order to determine the
sources, variety and abundance of the pollen stored in the nesting
aids.

Results

Discussion and Conclusion
Osmia bicornis can establish populations in habitats like vineyards which, at first glance, seem to provide very limited food. This field study demonstrates
that the females do not depend on richly cultivated fruit orchards in order to nest but they are able to explore a wide variety of pollen sources. Especially
in vineyards that provide very limited pollen itself, the undergrowth between the rows and around the site are sufficient for the females to provide for
their larvae. Populations of Osmia bicornis can thus be established and maintained in non-cultivated landscapes if enough suitable habitats are provided,
e.g. any cavities in woods, walls, even empty shells and plant stems. If not present naturally, these habitats can easily be provided by man in order to
contribute to the conservation of wild pollinators.
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